
Your Overall EM3 Level

Thank you for taking the time to complete our EM3 Assessment! Below you will ퟚ�nd
your results broken down by each dimension.

Engaging 

Coordinated 
Nice! Tracking through the lifecycle is a big step to targeting and engagement. That  hand-off from
marketing to sales allows you to determine if your scoring works, and your dedicated team makes it
easier to do campaign planning using historical results.

People & Processes

58%

Detailed Results 

Plan:

Align expectations across Sales and Marketing by establishing your process for lead handoff:

Discuss the need for written agreements (SLA’s) between Sales and Marketing to ensure a closed loop for
processing engaged leads

Review current alerts or notiퟚ�cations sent to Sales when leads have speciퟚ�c activity to ensure they are relevant,
useful and actioned

Review and discuss missing elements Sales deems appropriate signs of engagement

Goal:

Document process for handing leads from Marketing to Sales, including any SLAs



Nominate a marketing team member to champion process questions, concerns and training with Sales

Bene埬�ts:

Optimize the well-oiled-machine that is your customer lifecycle will identify areas of success and those with room
for improvement.

Ongoing reviews with Sales and Marketing will encourage an open line of communication between groups.

Engaging 
You’re a MarTech shooting star! You are using multiple marketing technologies and have integrated
many into your processes.

Marketing Automation

90%

Detailed Results 

Plan:

Keep your eye on the ball by building dashboards to watch your KPIs.

If you aren’t using predictive analytics, consider it in your move to the next level.

Goal:

Continue to increase your conversion rates and lower your ROI with A/B testing of your message and channels

Engagement through all channels. Integrate emails, display ads, direct mail and social media in your campaigns.

Bene埬�t:

Marketing has blossomed from creating print ads and datasheets to a fully-realized member of the revenue team.
Keep up with the times.

Make a good impression. Browsers and email clients update fairly frequently. Test and update your templates
when big changes happen.

Coordinated 
You’re on your way! Your marketing technology stack is growing, but might not yet be integrated into
your processes.

MarTech Adoption

70%



Detailed Results 

Plan:

No dropped leads! Integrate your marketing solutions into one seamless process

Add to your marketing stack in areas where you need help. One example is attribution

Goal:

Improve your engagement with targeted prospects and accounts by integrating your marketing stack

Work with sales and sales operations to build processes that give them more information and helps close deals

Bene埬�t:

An integrated marketing process enhances your engagement marketing through the automatic coordinate of
touches

Better engagement = more sales & higher ROI

Coordinated 
You rock! Knowing your performing sources and how they contribute to the bottom line is a great start.
Take your measurement to the next level by attributing engagement and performance across
interactions with your organization. You might also consider enriching and cleansing your proퟚ�les with
third-party data. Analyze past campaigns over time to consider how you can better allocate investments
in future initiatives.

Customer Engagement

71%

Detailed Results 

Plan:

Compile a list of key indications of buying behavior, attempting to match them against existing personas and
integrate listening campaigns to trigger off of them

Track all campaigns a prospect or customer is a part of to ensure they are all related and/or relevant; remove them
from those which are irrelevant

Track individual prospect behaviors to leverage for segmenting campaigns best suited to your prospects

Start your programs by deퟚ�ning your audience (individuals or high-value accounts); brainstorming their pain points
and what motivates them and leverage this for personalization

Goal:

Combine well-crafted personas with key indications of buying behavior to present timely and valuable interactions

More targeted communications; focused on your audience - not your organization

Bene埬�ts:

Timely and contextual interactions

Resource:

“Personalized emails deliver six times higher transaction rates, but 70% of brands fail to use them.” Source -
CMO.com



Engaging 
You are awesome! The information you already have available to you is imperative for your
organization - knowing where to invest your marketing spend and how much to expect in return.
What’s next?

Measurement

92%

Detailed Results 

Plan:

Review your current implementation quarterly - is your attribution model still meeting your organization’s needs
(e.g. ퟚ�rst touch vs. multi touch)?

Review campaigns:

Driving top of funnel conversion

Driving mid funnel conversions

Driving bottom of funnel conversions

Goal:

Ensuring your attribution enables your team to answer the right questions for your organization

Understanding which campaigns are best executed across your funnel

Bene埬�t:

With your attribution model already in place, you already know which areas to invest and how much to expect in
return

Regular reviews ensure your model is aligned with your organization’s needs, providing better forecasting and
measurement across your funnel 

Want to Chat?
After you review your results, we would love to chat with you to see if the Perkuto team can help you with speciퟚ�c

areas. 
CONTACT US
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